Machine Learning Projects for .NET Developers

Machine Learning Projects for .NET Developers shows you how to build smarter .NET
applications that learn from data, using simple algorithms and techniques that can be applied
to a wide range of real-world problems. Youâ€™ll code each project in the familiar setting of
Visual Studio, while the machine learning logic uses F#, a language ideally suited to machine
learning applications in .NET. If youâ€™re new to F#, this book will give you everything you
need to get started. If youâ€™re already familiar with F#, this is your chance to put the
language into action in an exciting new context.In a series of fascinating projects, youâ€™ll
learn how to:Build an optical character recognition (OCR) system from scratchCode a spam
filter that learns by exampleUse F#â€™s powerful type providers to interface with external
resources (in this case, data analysis tools from the R programming language)Transform your
data into informative features, and use them to make accurate predictionsFind patterns in data
when you donâ€™t know what youâ€™re looking forPredict numerical values using
regression modelsImplement an intelligent game that learns how to play from
experienceAlong the way, youâ€™ll learn fundamental ideas that can be applied in all kinds of
real-world contexts and industries, from advertising to finance, medicine, and scientific
research. While some machine learning algorithms use fairly advanced mathematics, this book
focuses on simple but effective approaches. If you enjoy hacking code and data, this book is
for you.What youâ€™ll learnLearn vocabulary and landscape of machine learningRecognize
patterns in problems and how to solve themLearn simple prediction algorithms and how to
apply themDevelop, diagnose and tune your modelsWrite elegant, efficient and bug-free
functional code with F#Who this book is forMachine Learning Projects for .NET Developers
is for intermediate to advanced .NET developers who are comfortable with C#. No prior
experience of machine learning techniques is required. If youâ€™re new to F#, youâ€™ll find
everything you need to get started. If youâ€™re already familiar with F#, youâ€™ll find a
wealth of new techniques here to interest and inspire you.While some machine learning
algorithms use fairly advanced mathematics, this book focuses on simple but effective
approaches and how they can be used in actual code. If you enjoy hacking code and data, this
book is for you.
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Over the years, the Python ecosystem has slowly. NET F# language can be used for machine
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. Once it's finished creating the project, Visual Studio will open a file called. There are a lot of
tools out there for machine learning tasks. It's actually a useful framework for running
machine learning projects. NET developer is at a disadvantage when acquiring machine
learning skills because of.
Machine Learning as a concept or term is fairly known in the tech world now. Are you
keeping up with new developer technologies? NET Core, MVC, Azure, Angular, React, and
more. .. 1) Projects: This is like any other project in Visual Studio that will have all the
required nuts and bolts for you to.
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